Job Description
CNC Production Manufacturing
Precision Machinery is the leading innovator of sawmill support machinery in the world today. Our drive, technical
knowledge, and passion for what we do is unmatched and has propelled us to incredible sustained growth.
Providing the highest quality replacement machine parts combined with exciting never before seen innovations in
applications and equipment is why our name is synonymous with excellence in industry.
Our company is growing and evolving at a frantic pace and we require immediately a Journeyman Machinist to join
our winning team. Our shop specializes in production, high-accuracy, CNC milling of molds, dies, and guide arms.
Using your high-level skills with computer aided manufacturing software you will plan production of and create the
Gcode and setups required to machine components and custom fixturing solutions. On top of day to day machining
requirements your role may also include machine fitting, alignment, and testing as well as electro-chemical and heat
processes to alter the physical properties and final surface qualities of parts. Programming and operation of CNC
Turning equipment, laser marking machines, and coordinate measuring systems may also be required.
Precision Machinery is located in fun, affordable, and always friendly Prince George, BC. PG is a place where
owning a home on acreage within 15 minutes of your workplace is an attainable reality. Our home city has not lost
its sense of community. A great place for families; children need not go far for higher education as our city boasts
the best small University in Canada and the only small University in Canada that is ranked on a world scale. With 4
seasons of recreational opportunities available and a vibrant sports, arts, and cultural scene Prince George offers a
much different pace of life compared to larger Canadian centers. Skiing within city limits, hiking in ancient
rainforests, camping and fishing, floating down a river or enjoying a day of swimming, our city truly is a wonderful
opportunity for a change to your lifestyle.
Job Type / Category
Compensation:
Health & dental benefits per our group plan (3 months)
RRSP program (1 year)
Company bonus program (1 year)
Hours of work:
Rotating shifts, full-time
Required Education, Skills and Qualifications
Journeyman Machinist (Redseal)
Extensive experience on hundreds of complex machining/fitting projects
Proven leadership and maturity
Excellent mathematical ability
Expert in Gcode, CAM, and hi-speed CNC machining
Learn, adapt, retain knowledge
Vision
Drive
Job Types: Full-time, Permanent

